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This booklet has been prepared
by Trace Elements, Inc. (TEI),
to answer commonly asked questions
about hair analysis and our unique
system of interpreting your test results.
SECTION I
Commonly Asked Questions about Hair Analysis

What exactly is hair analysis?

Your hair contains all the minerals present in your body, including nutritional minerals as well as toxic heavy metals. Hair mineral analysis is a laboratory test that measures this mineral content in the hair. In most cases, the test results reflect how much of these elements are in your tissues and provide a vivid picture of your internal environment. With this information, a world of metabolic events can be interpreted. Not only can your nutritional status be viewed, but we can also learn much about how efficiently your body is working.

Trace Elements (TEI) is a leading worldwide laboratory. After hundreds of thousands of hair analyses, Trace Elements has developed a unique ability to interpret hair analysis results, which are detailed for you in your TEI Hair Analysis Report.

How can hair analysis help me achieve better health?

If we consider that diet is what we consume and nutrition is what we retain, then we can see that discovering what your body needs when it needs it is a valuable tool in creating health. After 30 years of research, hair analysis has emerged as the most practical method of testing for mineral balance in your body. This valuable tool indicates which supplements you need and which ones you should avoid. And it's no secret doctors of almost every specialty as well as nutritionists and dietitians routinely use hair analysis. Progressive health care providers are now well aware of the vast amount of research linking nutrition to disease. But what serves as good nutrition for one person may not be good for you. Your Hair Analysis Report is designed to help you and your health practitioner determine the best nutritional program for you.

But how do I know that my hair analysis results are reliable?

With a properly obtained sample, hair analysis is extremely accurate. Highly sophisticated instruments and software programs allow for extensive quality control. At TEI, we specialize in hair analysis testing exclusively, analyzing over 50,000 samples per year. Most labs that provide hair analysis services do other laboratory testing as well. But at TEI, our full attention is directed toward assuring the accuracy of your results. (Please refer to Section III for more detailed information.)
What about contamination - hair dyes and soaps - won't these affect my results?

Certain cosmetic hair treatments can contaminate scalp hair such as dyes that contain lead acetate, bleaching processes that artificially affect calcium, and medicated shampoos that contain zinc or selenium. However, only the individual element is affected. All of the other minerals tested are valid. With our extensive ability for interpreting and comparing test results to individual metabolic characteristics, these effects can be overcome.

Doesn't a blood or urine test tell me just as much as a hair analysis test?

Blood tests give information about your mineral levels at the time of the test only. If you've just eaten a banana, your test can indicate a high potassium level, even though you may actually need potassium supplementation. On the other hand, hair analysis results indicate your overall level of potassium - your actual storage levels over a period of time, not just what you ate that day or even that week. So a blood test will only accurately report what is being transported in your blood at the time of the test.

Testing for minerals in the urine measures the minerals that are being excreted from your body - not necessarily what has been absorbed as fuel for your body.

So blood and urine tests are like snapshots whereas a hair analysis is the video of your mineral retention.

Why do some people - even some health professionals - say that hair analysis is not a reliable test?

That's an important question. Did you know in the past twenty years there are well over a thousand references in peer-reviewed journals that document and support the reliability of hair mineral analysis? Did you also know that well over 5,000 technical articles are published weekly? Who can keep up with all that new information and still care for patients? At TEI, research is our business. We sift through hundreds of articles weekly including numerous technical journals. About 125 articles are reviewed each week ... over 6,500 articles per year, not including the latest books and Internet medical searches.

Unfortunately, those with limited knowledge or experience are often the most critical. You might ask them what information is the basis for their opinion. How much research have they really done? How much experience do they have using hair analysis?
Will my insurance cover my hair analysis test?

Some insurance companies do cover hair analysis. Almost all will reimburse for the toxic metal screen, but as with most preventative health care, many will not reimburse for elective tests. Please contact your insurance company to check your coverage.

So...hair analysis is widely used and highly accurate. Do I have to be sick or feel badly before using it?

Although most people who have a hair analysis are ill and their doctors are looking for answers to their problems, you do not have to be in ill health to use this valuable tool. Many people use the test for prevention of potential problems, to monitor toxic metal exposure or just to fine-tune their nutritional needs. Hair analysis is routinely performed on world-class athletes who push their bodies to the limit, as well as heads of government and famous singers and actors whose careers depend on their physical well being. So you can see, hair analysis is widely used for people of all ages, from babies to octogenarians and every level of physical condition.

Where do I obtain the hair and how much is required?

Proper collection of the hair sample is extremely important and cannot be over-emphasized. The hair to be collected should be clean and you should not use perm, dyed or bleached hair. The hair should come from several areas of your scalp on the back portion of your head. You simply part the hair and cut as close to the scalp as possible. Cut away excess hair from the sample, leaving about 1 to 1½ inches of the root end. The total amount of hair needed is about a tablespoon. If you can’t send scalp hair, nails and pubic samples can be used as a last resort. But be aware that the test results may not reflect your most recent mineral patterns because these tissues grow more slowly and sporadic than scalp hair.

Exacting procedures for obtaining a proper hair specimen for analysis can be found in TEI’s professional information packet provided to your health care provider.

How is the hair mineral analysis performed?

When the hair specimen arrives at Trace Elements, it is inspected then assigned a laboratory control number and recorded along with all pertinent patient information in our computer database. Afterwards, the sample is finely cut, then weighed accurately to within one-thousandth of a gram of the required weight. The weighed specimen is then placed into an individually marked sterile centrifuge tube in preparation for a precise temperature-controlled microwave/acid digestion process. The microwave digestion consists of a pre-programmed series of digestion sequences based upon
specific temperature levels. The combination of high temperature and ultra-pure acid will uniformly dissolve the hair strands, thereby releasing the elements contained or held within the protein matrix of the hair. The tube containing the “digested” specimen is then diluted with a special reagent and thoroughly mixed to attain complete homogeneity. The specimen is then ready for analysis using the highly sophisticated ICP-Mass Spectrometry instrument. Upon completion of analysis on the ICP-MS, the test data is automatically transferred into a dedicated computer containing a comprehensive computer program that will analyze each and every test result, including all in-line QC materials. This custom software assists the Chief Chemist and Laboratory Director in reviewing and verifying all data for compliance to strict quality control criteria. Failure to meet these QC criteria requires that the appropriate patient specimens undergo a complete re-analysis. Upon acceptance of all test data, the data is then finally released to the report processing department for printing.

What does the laboratory report consist of?

Trace Elements comprehensive laboratory reports are based upon a vast amount of scientific studies and on-going research conducted by David L. Watts, Ph.D. Each report will evaluate several hundred factors, such as; the nutritional mineral levels, their interrelationships (ratios), heavy metals, as well as your individual metabolic categorization. Your individualized Hair Analysis report takes each of these factors into consideration along with your age, sex and current health symptoms. What emerges is a very comprehensive report complete with graphs and accompanying explanations and recommendations for you and a more technical report for your health care professional. Use of this additional screening test may help you to learn a lot about your body, perhaps answers you have been seeking for years.

Why can’t I just take a good multiple vitamin?

We now know more than ever about the interactions of vitamins and minerals. Updating your own knowledge is essential to your future health. You may know that vitamins and minerals are essential for good health, but did you know that they might not always be helpful?

Too much zinc for example can antagonize vitamin D. Therefore, taking zinc indiscriminately may cause an imbalance in vitamin D. Too little vitamin D, in turn, antagonizes calcium, creating poor conditions for calcium absorption. So now you have a shortage of calcium. Too much vitamin C can cause a copper deficiency and allow too much iron to build up in the body. A domino effect occurs. While you may be aware that vitamins and minerals are needed, too much of something can be just as bad as too little. In the years to come you’ll be hearing a lot more about “over nutrition” (too much of a nutrient) being more of a problem than undernutrition.

Do you see why it’s not wise to simply take a multiple vitamin or to increase vitamin C or other nutrients without knowing your particular mineral balance? You risk creating additional imbalances.
This sounds complicated. Why don't I just forget about supplements altogether and eat my 3 square meals a day?

That sounds reasonable. But, unfortunately in this day and age, influences never before known to man affect the quality of our food and our capability of absorbing the nutrients from that food.

We all know that the nutrient content of food depends on the soil content. Consider how pollutants in the air, water and food we eat affect the nutrients that we actually get. How does medication you've taken over the years influence your body even now? Then, there are the age-old influences like how activity or lack of it affects nutritional needs. Additional considerations include genetic factors such as metabolic type and other inherited characteristics.

All these factors determine your nutritional needs. Why not use the modern technology available with hair analysis? Then you'll know what you need to take and what you don't.
SECTION II
Commonly Asked Questions about TEI’s Hair Analysis Report

Along with your hair analysis from TEI, you receive a unique, in-depth report on your test results. Above and beyond the usual information about individual mineral levels, you will get explanations regarding your most significant mineral readings and their interrelationships - your mineral balance. You will also learn your metabolic type - whether you are a Fast Metabolizer or a Slow Metabolizer. And in addition to a list of recommended supplementation, you will learn what foods you should emphasize and those to avoid that will further assist you to balance your minerals.

My report says that I’m a Slow Metabolic Type. How is this determined from my Hair Analysis Report?

Metabolic typing is a unique feature of TEI’s Hair Analysis Report. Based on research conducted by TEI, your mineral levels tell a great deal about your metabolism - that is, the way your body handles nutrients. Dr. David L. Watts has discovered that some minerals actually stimulate or speed up metabolism. Other minerals sedate or slow down metabolism.

If your mineral levels indicate that sedating minerals are dominant in your body, your metabolism will most likely be “slowed down.” You would therefore be classified as a Slow Metabolizer. This is an important distinction when it comes to supplementation. You don’t want to take sedating vitamins and minerals that could slow your metabolism even more. That’s why we have designed a special multiple formula for you called Para Pack. It contains only stimulating nutrients and their synergist-helpers.

On the other hand, a Fast Metabolizer would want to take only sedating minerals and vitamins - a special formulation we call Sym Pack. So you see, here’s another reason why one multiple formula will not fit everyone’s needs.

I am underweight. How can I be classified as a Slow Metabolizer?

Weight is not a good indication of metabolic type. A Slow Metabolizer is often overweight. But underweight can occur in a Slow Metabolizer due to poor digestion or poor absorption or even some type of intestinal problem. So while metabolic rate does influence weight gain or loss, it is not the only factor involved.
Why is a mineral recommended for me when it is found to be high on my test results?

Again, this depends on the interrelationships of nutrients we discussed. For example, magnesium may be high. But if it is low in relationship to calcium, a “relative” deficiency exists. Magnesium supplementation is then recommended to improve your calcium-magnesium relationship. It also serves to lower the excess calcium and increase potassium retention (that’s another story).

My report shows that some of my mineral levels are high even though I do not eat foods high in those minerals. How can that be?

This is not unusual. One example that comes up a lot is someone who eats a low sodium diet yet shows a high sodium level. This is where glandular balance comes in. Overactive adrenals can cause sodium retention. This is commonly seen in a Fast Metabolizer. Low sodium diet or not, this imbalance will cause sodium retention.

We can look at this in reverse as well. A Slow Metabolizer who has weak adrenal activity can have a low sodium level even though they eat lots of salt. So, you see that your type of metabolism has to do with the balance of your glandular activity as well as your nutritional status. Your TEI Hair Analysis Report opens up a whole new way to understand your metabolism and learn what’s right for you.

Why is a mineral that is low on my test results not recommended in my supplement program?

Supplement recommendations are based on your unique overall mineral pattern, not on the individual levels of minerals. For example, did you know that taking calcium would not necessarily raise your calcium level? Often a low mineral may be brought into normal range by reducing another element that may be “antagonistic” to it thereby enabling you to absorb or retain the deficient mineral better. Or, another element may be added. In the case of calcium deficiency, copper may be recommended because it is known to be effective in improving calcium retention.

I can see how mineral needs can be determined by hair analysis, but my report also suggests certain vitamins. Are vitamins found in the hair as well?

Vitamins are not found in the hair. But vitamins and minerals interact with each other. For example, the activity of vitamin A is greatly reduced in the presence of a zinc deficiency. Vitamin C aids iron absorption. A lack of iron can then indicate a need for vitamin C. Therefore, your mineral pattern can also reveal information about your vitamin status.
My hair analysis results indicate that I have high levels of mercury, yet I don't feel toxic. Why not?

First, the presence of a heavy metal on your report does not indicate toxicity. Toxicity consists of symptoms, which is one way of diagnosing it. Symptoms may appear depending upon how much is present and for how long. Your hair analysis indicates that you may have been exposed to mercury, possibly even as a fetus. Using your supplement recommendations along with eating protein will enhance your body's ability to remove this toxic metal naturally. You may feel temporary discomfort as the mercury moves out of your body. This is to be expected. Please consult your health care professional for more information.

I feel perfectly fine, yet my hair analysis results show several mineral imbalances. Wouldn't I feel badly if I was so out of balance?

A person can feel perfectly fine and still have imbalances. Your test results indicate the current status of your minerals. Depending on how long the imbalances have existed, symptoms may or may not be present.

I'm a vegetarian. How can I modify the dietary recommendations in my Hair Analysis Report?

Presently we do not have a specific hair analysis report for vegetarians, but we have studied hair analysis reports of many vegetarians. We suggest that you follow the ratio of proteins and fats and carbohydrates based on your metabolic type. Simply replace the fleshy proteins with vegetable protein combinations.

I'm on medication. Will that affect my test results?

Drugs do affect your nutritional status as well as your requirements. For example, steroids used for pain control can produce extensive calcium loss. These effects vary with the amount and duration of the drug being taken. Your hair analysis results will show you how to counteract these effects by addressing any imbalance that is now evident. However, some vitamins or minerals can interfere with medications, so be sure to check with your doctor.

My supplement recommendations do not include calcium. Shouldn't I be taking calcium to prevent osteoporosis?

Not necessarily. Many things other than a calcium deficiency can cause calcium loss from the bones. In fact, there are over 30 factors that can cause this. All these factors are taken into consideration in your Hair Analysis Report.
I am pregnant and planning on nursing my baby. Will my pregnancy effect my hair analysis results? Should I take your recommended supplements while pregnant and when nursing?

Pregnancy does produce marked changes in your body chemistry both hormonally and nutritionally. These are reflected in your Hair Analysis Report. And there is no danger to the mother or the child with proper supplementation. You should be re-tested every two or three months during your pregnancy. However, expectant mothers should always be under the care of their doctors.

There are no adverse effects of taking supplements while nursing. In fact, nursing mothers have a special need for staying as healthy as possible.

I hate taking pills. Must I take all the recommended supplements in order to improve?

Doing something is a lot better than doing nothing. Taking your supplements once a day or even once every two days helps to at least maintain your current nutritional status. Remember that your hair analysis recommendations are geared to taking the least amounts of supplements to achieve the maximum result for you.

I have heard that iron can cause serious health problems. Should I be taking it?

You’re right. Too much iron has been found to be related to health problems. And the same is true for other minerals and vitamins taken in excess. Excess iron in the body causes free radicals to be formed which are destructive to the cells. This is another good example of how hair analysis can work for you.

With a hair analysis we can determine specifically what you need based on your test results. You will only be taking iron if you need it. So you can follow your TEI Hair Analysis Report recommendations with confidence unless advised otherwise by your doctor.

Do I have to take your supplements or can I use mine?

Feel free to take any high quality nutritional supplements. Your goal should be to select only the highest quality supplements to ensure the maximum absorption of nutrients into your body. Make sure that the minerals are full spectrum amino acid chelates (AAC). Do not accept substitutes such as aspartates, citrates, picolinites, gluconates, etc.

A word about the supplements offered by TEI - our Trace Nutrients brand.
Trace Nutrients have been developed by TEI over many years of study involving hair analyses on hundreds of thousands of people. Our research has been dedicated to understanding how best to create the most bioavailable supplements possible. That is why Trace Nutrients are synergistically formulated - they contain the synergist or helper that makes them more easily absorbable and, therefore, cost effective. So when you use Trace Nutrients Magnesium Plus, for example, you not only get magnesium, you get its synergist - vitamin B6 - which aids in the absorption of magnesium.

Of course, most of the Trace Nutrients product line are hypoallergenic as they contain no wheat, yeast, soy, alfalfa, milk or corn allergens, and no salt, sugar, starch, wax, hydrogenated oils, artificial colors, flavors or preservatives. All of our minerals are full spectrum amino acid chelates to encourage maximum absorption.

How long will it take me to get balanced?

This is a bit complicated to answer. Of course, you are aware that imbalances in your body caused by a lifetime of neglect are not correctable overnight. And as imbalances are corrected, underlying (not yet detected) imbalances may surface.

Have patience! Your good health is worth the effort. This process is much like peeling the layers of an onion - you uncover more and more about your condition with each layer peeled. How you respond depends upon your ability to comply with the recommendations as well as how chronic or severe your imbalances are. But don’t rely solely on symptomatic improvements for your progress. A follow-up hair analysis test is necessary to provide you with accurate information on the progress that your body has made toward balance. So be sure to follow up so you can keep up with your body's changing needs as reflected in your follow-up report recommendations.

How much is enough? Well, even if you are already in good health, your hair analysis recommendations are key to knowing exactly what good habits to develop. What foods are best for you? What exact supplements should you be taking at any one time - including what NOT to take? What pollutants particularly cause stress to your body? What types of imbalances are you prone to from mental as well as physical stress? We are dynamic beings affected by day-to-day life events. And our bodies reflect these changes.

The bottom line is this. Knowledge is power. Hair analysis is a tool to help you understand and know what’s right for you. Use it as often as every three months to semi-annually. Keep up with the changing demands of your body while you live your life to the fullest.
SECTION III
Technical Information and References

Many research programs for studying and establishing trace element concentrations in human hair have been implemented since 1965 by the International Atomic Energy Agency. These programs were coordinated under Nuclear-Based Methods for the Analysis of Pollutants in Human Hair. Since that time the use of hair as a biological marker has been presented at many scientific conferences worldwide. For example, the Human Hair Symposiums held in Atlanta, Georgia included a vast number of contributors from universities and research centers, some of which include:

Cleveland Clinic, Ohio
University of Aston, England
Emory University, Atlanta
CDC Atlanta
McGill University, Montreal
USDA Albany, CA
University of Leeds, England
Army Medical Center, Presidio
Wayne State University, Detroit
IAEC, Vienna
University of Rochester
Georgia State University, Atlanta
Dalhousie University, Nova Scotia
University of Texas, Houston
Texas Medical School
Universidad de Chile
Slade Hospital, England
University of TN, Memphis
University of Miss., Hattiesburg
Mayo Medical School, Minn.
New York University, N.Y.
University of CA, S.F
University of S.C., Charleston
University of Toronto, Ontario
University of Witwatersrand, Africa

Laboratory accuracy.

You can be assured that TEI's mineral testing of the hair is both accurate and reproducible, when the hair is properly sampled and submitted for analysis. The laboratory instruments and equipment in use by Trace Elements are state-of-the-art in the industry, providing high sensitivity and selectivity for all minerals reported. As in most technically advanced labs, all instruments are controlled by computers with highly sophisticated programs for both quantitative analysis and the monitoring of in-line quality control during each daily run. You can further be assured that rigorous, comprehensive quality control and quality assurance programs are maintained to insure continuous adherence to CLIA guidelines for precision, reliability and overall good laboratory practices.

To be more specific, Trace Elements utilizes ICP-Mass Spectrometry for the analysis of all reported minerals. TEI also uses the most advanced temperature-controlled microwave digestion technique available. The laboratory is equipped with a trace element class clean room complete with dual HEPA filtration systems. High sensitivity balances used for calibration/QC check standards and specimen weighing are calibrated with weight sets traceable to
the National Institutes of Standards and Technology (NIST). All stock standards used for daily calibration and quality control are sourced from NIST standard reference material and prepared by a leading ISO 9001 certified laboratory. Additionally, the laboratory uses 16 megohm double-deionized water and acid-leached, triple-rinsed glassware and plasticware. All glassware when used is Class A.

Trace Elements conducts monthly QA/QC studies to confirm and validate all aspects of test methodology, personnel training, laboratory reporting, safety, etc. The laboratory is also continuously evaluating the different aspects of daily laboratory performance, such as; reagents, QC reference materials, split specimen analysis, spiked samples, calibration-verification studies and routine daily monitoring of patient data trends, before, during and after each daily analytical run. This attention to detail assures that you are receiving data obtained by the highest standards. In addition, Trace Elements successfully participates in an on-going international program involving clinical laboratories that utilize high-resolution instrumentation in North America and Europe. Also participating in various other interlaboratory test comparison studies, Trace Elements is committed to reporting the most precise and reliable test data.

TEI is a licensed and certified clinical laboratory that undergoes regular inspections with the Clinical Laboratory Division of the Department of Health and Human Services, HCFA. All clinical laboratories must be certified by this agency and adhere to their established standards and protocol. However, the quality assurance/quality control programs at TEI go far beyond these guidelines and requirements as we are continuously refining and improving this valuable laboratory technique. We are able to do so because our lab is unique in that we specialize in hair tissue mineral analysis. Unlike other laboratories, we do not run countless other clinical tests and only perform hair mineral analysis on a part-time basis. At TEI, our full attention is directed toward hair mineral analysis. Taking into consideration all of these factors, you can truly be assured of accuracy when a properly obtained sample has been submitted for analysis.

**Hair analysis as a nutritional screening tool.**

Hair is an ideal tissue for nutritional and toxic metal assessment for several reasons. Taking a hair sample is non-invasive, easily collected, stored and transported. All of the important nutritional elements and toxic elements accumulate in the hair. It has been found to be especially suitable for biological monitoring of environmental exposure on a global, regional, and local level. Nutritional assessment using hair mineral analysis has many advantages compared to mineral analysis of other tissues in that it shows retention of minerals by the body. Testing metals in the urine only measure the minerals that are being excreted. The blood gives an indication of the minerals that are absorbed and temporarily in circulation before they are excreted and/or sequestered into storage depots. Blood and urine testing gives an indication of the mineral status of the body only at a specific time. However, mineral concentrations found in the
hair represents long-term intake or exposure making it more useful for nutritional and epidemiological studies.

In today's society individual nutritional deficiencies such as scurvy and beri beri are rare. However, over nutrition and nutritional imbalances are a major problem. As an example, calcium and magnesium work together for many functions within the body. Magnesium alone is responsible for the function of hundreds of enzymes. However, normal enzyme activity can be disturbed not only by a deficiency of magnesium but also when the normal relationship between calcium and magnesium is lost. A person can have adequate amounts of magnesium, but if their calcium is too high, a relative magnesium deficiency exists that can contribute to abnormal function and ultimately adverse health conditions. Not only can individual deficiencies and excesses be seen in a whole mineral analysis, but also the many interrelationships between elements can be viewed and interpreted through a single sample. At present, hair mineral analysis is the most economical and useful screening tool for evaluating nutritional interrelationships in individuals as well as population groups. Follow-up tests also aid in assessing improvements in nutritional status following supplementation, dietary and lifestyle changes.

**How vitamin needs can be evaluated thorough hair analysis tests.**

Minerals interact not only with each other but also with vitamins, proteins, carbohydrates and fats. Minerals influence each of these factors, and they, in turn, influence mineral status. Minerals act as enzyme activators, and vitamins are synergistic to minerals as coenzymes. Therefore, it is extremely rare that a mineral disturbance could develop without a corresponding disturbance in the synergistic vitamin(s). By the same token, it would be rare for a disturbance in the utilization or activity of a vitamin to occur without a synergistic mineral(s) also being affected. Vitamin D depletion, for example, can be assessed by measurement of its function. Vitamin D is closely related to the minerals calcium, magnesium and phosphorus. A number of syndromes result from vitamin D deficiency, all related to a deficiency or imbalance between the minerals calcium, phosphorus and magnesium. Vitamin C affects iron absorption and reduces copper retention. Boron and iron influence the status of vitamin B6. Vitamin B6 affects the relationship between calcium and magnesium. Vitamin B, enhances sodium retention, B12, enhances iron and cobalt absorption, and vitamin A enhances the utilization of zinc and yet antagonizes vitamin D and E. Protein intake will affect zinc status, etc. Therefore, evaluating one's mineral status gives good clues to one's vitamin status and requirements. Research at TEI involves recognizing the many synergistic and antagonistic interrelationships between minerals and vitamins.
Differences between hair mineral levels and blood mineral levels.

Minerals circulating in the blood are under a very different homeostatic control than minerals in the tissues. They must be maintained within narrow limits in the blood. This is accomplished even if the dietary intake of a nutrient is very high or very low. Maintaining minerals within a range in the blood is attained several ways. If a mineral intake is very high, the body will compensate by removing or eliminating it as quickly as possible. If the mineral is not eliminated, it will be stored in body tissues. If intake of an element is very very low, then the body will draw from storage areas to maintain blood levels. Once the storage level of a mineral is markedly depleted, then the blood will reflect a deficiency. Other factors affect blood mineral levels such as, stress, inflammation, other disease states, and medications. Therefore, blood mineral levels will not always correlate with tissue mineral status since blood mineral levels are usually maintained at the tissue's expense.

Acceptance of hair mineral analysis?

Hair mineral tests have long been accepted as a routine test for toxic metal screening and investigations of environmental contamination and disease. It has been used extensively for nutritional studies in humans and animals. For over 30 years nutritionists, dietitians, and doctors who are concerned about their patients' nutritional status and who are aware of the vast amount of research showing the relationship of nutrition to disease incorporate hair mineral analysis in their practice as a routine evaluation and screening tool. When a hair sample is properly obtained, analyzed and interpreted, it has proven to be an economical screening tool for toxic metal exposure as well as a good indicator of nutrient interrelationships and nutritional status.
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